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Radar

pa g e  t u r n e r  Did you know that only 3 percent of the books for sale in the U.S. are translations  
of foreign works? New Vessel Press (newvesselpress.com) hopes to change that by publishing both  
fiction and nonfiction (in print and digital) from Israel, Italy, Moldova, and beyond.

Clockwise from top left: The Jóhannes Larsen Suite at Henne Kirkeby Kro’s new inn, in Jutland, 
Denmark; chef Paul Cunningham’s garden; the exterior of the inn; a garden radish salad.
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AMERICA’S  

FAVORITE  
CITIES

 For a tour of 
Copenhagen restaurants, 
visit travelandleisure.
com/articles/
copenhagen-denmark-
europes-best-town-
for-foodies.

These days, you mostly hear about chefs  
in Copenhagen—not those who choose to 
leave. But in 2011, Paul Cunningham 
shuttered his Michelin-starred The Paul  
and headed to what he calls “Denmark’s wild 
West Coast,” turning the 200-year-old former 
coaching inn Henne Kirkeby Kro into a 
12-table restaurant with five individually 
designed guest rooms. “It was the stress  
of city life,” he says. “I wanted something 
smaller, less mainstream.” Cunningham 
raises his own livestock, cultivates a kitchen 
garden, and serves whatever inspires him—

from a simple, perfectly roasted lamb to 
langoustines with crushed tomato and  
garlic confit. Now he’s opened the first new 
building on the site in two centuries, 
Jægerhuset (hunters lodge). The seven 
rooms—including one named for Jóhannes 
Larsen, the renowned nature painter who 
vacationed here in the 19th century—are 
outfitted with pieces by iconic Danish 
designers (Hans Wegner; Finn Juhl). As for 
the handmade-brick exterior, Cunningham—
ever the chef—likens it to blocks of nougatine. 
hennekirkebykro.dk. $$ —how ie k a hn
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Betting the Farm

For more survey results, 
see travelandleisure.
com/afc.

when you think of indie 
boutiques, new york  
and l.a. come to mind. 
but the new mexico 
capital actually won that 
category in our america’s 
favorite cities survey.  
we asked Dawn bacon, 
founder of the santa fe 
school of fashion Design, 
for her top picks in town.

1 “my favorite place to  
buy sweaters, shirts, and 
accessories is Spirit 
(505/982-2677). it carries 
global designers, including 
roberta scarpa and  
epice. it’s a treat just to 
look in the window—like 
visual dessert.”

2 “at the shops at 
sanbusco, Play (505/820-
3338) is my go-to for 
children’s clothes, toys, 
and books. i love teres 
kids, a local, organic brand 
known for its softness.”

3 “the vintage western 
shop Wahoo! Santa Fe 
(wahoosantafe.com)  
is packed with treasures 
from the 1930’s to the 
50’s—plus new and 
pre-owned cowboy boots.” 
—brooke porter


